sented either before memory encoding, or after memory encoding. The cue informs observers which item will later be probed. Compared with no-cue trials, cuing attention to the potential target increases memory performance. This effect is found both when attention is directed in perceptual space (cue before memory encoding), and when it is directed in VSTM (cue 2-12 sec after memory encoding; Lepsien et al., 2005) . To account for the benefit of orienting attention in VSTM where all items are already attended, Griffin and Nobre propose that focused attention enhances VSTM representation at the cued location. But in what respect is VSTM representation enhanced?
In a separate study, Landman et al. (2003) also discovered that retrospectively cuing an item in VSTM enhances change detection performance. Landman et al. propose that visual information is initially held in a high capacity store known as a cortical icon (Sligte, Lamme, & Scholte, 2006) , which is distinguished from iconic memory by its long duration. This memory is easily interfered with by a postchange test display, unless attention has already focused on one of the memorized items. Whether short-term visual memory indeed contains an initial phase of a highcapacity store remains controversial. However, Landman et al.'s study suggests that selective attention enhances VSTM representation by increasing its robustness to subsequent interference. Although this proposal is plausible, it lacks direct empirical evidence. Griffin and Nobre (2003) 
Distributing versus focusing attention in visual short-term memory
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Visual short-term memory (VSTM) is traditionally considered a robust form of visual memory resistant to interference from subsequent visual input. This study shows that the robustness of VSTM depends on the way attention is allocated in VSTM. When attention is distributed across multiple memory items, VSTM for these items is vulnerable to interference from subsequent input, including passively viewed images and the postchange testing displays. Yet attention can readjust its focus in VSTM on the basis of an attentional orienting cue presented long after encoding. When attention is oriented to a particular memorized item, the memory is resistant to subsequent interference. This effect, however, is eliminated when the subset of items demanding focal attention exceeds one, suggesting that orienting attention in VSTM is less flexible than orienting attention in perception. We propose that the robustness of VSTM is influenced by whether attention is focused or distributed in VSTM.
interference. This dual role made it impossible to obtain a baseline measure where interference was absent.
This study aims to directly test the hypothesis that selective attention modulates the robustness of VSTM. We measured interference in VSTM from a task-irrelevant array presented during the retention interval. If orienting attention to an item in VSTM increases its robustness, then interference from the irrelevant array should be eliminated when attention is focused on that item, but not when attention is distributed widely across multiple items. A second goal of this study is to delineate the boundary conditions under which VSTM robustness is enhanced by attention. Specifically, can attention enhance VSTM robustness when its focus is split among several memory items? Whether attention has a single or multiple spotlights is a longdebated question in vision research. Previous studies show that visual attention can simultaneously sample a few objects (Awh & Pashler, 2000; Kramer & Hahn, 1995) . However, few studies have directly compared the efficiency of splitting attention in perception and in VSTM. Our study addresses this question by varying the number of items that require focal attention, either before or after memory encoding. This approach allows us to test whether orienting attention to any subset of memorized items enhances memory robustness. In summary, this study clarifies how focused attention influences representation in VSTM and the conditions under which this influence is exerted.
ExpEriMEnT 1
This experiment directly tests the hypothesis that orienting attention in VSTM increases memory robustness to subsequent input. An array of bicolor disks provided potential interference. We manipulated the presence or absence of the interference array to measure its effect, and the timing of an attentional orienting cue. We tested each participant in two experiments (1A and 1B) where the timing of the critical interference conditions (cue before interference and cue after interference) was comparable. If focused attention enhances memory robustness, then interference should be reduced if the interfering array trails the attentional focusing cue, but not if it precedes the cue.
Experiment 1A provides a basic measure of the interference effect when attention is distributed across multiple memorized items. Because the attentional focusing cue was either absent (in the no-cue condition) or was presented after the bicolor array (cue after interference), we expect performance in these conditions to be worse than performance in the cue-without-interference condition.
Experiment 1B presented the cue before the interfering array. If orienting attention to a single memory item increases its robustness to subsequent input, then performance in a cue-before-interference condition should be comparable to that in the cue-without-interference condition, both of which should be higher than the no-cue condition where attention is distributed across multiple items.
Method
participants. Participants in all experiments came from Harvard University and its community. They were 18-35 years old and had normal color vision and normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. They were tested in a room with normal interior lighting. Twenty participants completed Experiment 1 (mean age, 21 years).
Materials. On each memory display, six colored disks (1.31º in diameter) were placed equidistantly on an imaginary circle (9.84º in diameter) centered at fixation. The colors were selected randomly without replacement from nine distinctive colors and were presented against a black background. The interference array consisted of six bicolor disks whose constituents differed from the memory and the test colors. The attentional orienting cue was a centrally presented white arrow (1.44º in length) pointing at one of the memorized items. The cued item was always probed later with a single test item. The test color either matched the memory color (50% of trials), or was a new color not presented on the memory array (Luck & Vogel, 1997) . 1 Participants pressed "s" or "d" to report whether there was a match.
procedure and Design. All participants completed Experiments 1A and 1B, in counterbalanced order.
Experiment 1A: Cue after interference array. There were three conditions. In the cue-without-interference condition, after the initial memory array (800 msec) 2 and a delay interval (1,500 msec), a central arrow cue was presented (100-msec presentation 1 400-msec blank), followed by the test item. In the cue-after-interference condition, after the initial memory array (800 msec) and a delay interval (1,000 msec), an interfering array with 6 bicolor disks was presented (100-msec presentation 1 400-msec delay), followed by the cue (100-msec presentation 1 400-msec delay), and then the test item. Finally, in the no-cue condition, after the initial memory display (800 msec) and a delay interval (1,500 msec), the test item was presented. Participants completed 150 trials divided randomly and evenly into the three conditions. Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of the conditions and the results. Note that assuming that participants started to retrieve the target item upon the presentation of the cue; the effective retention interval was 1,000 msec in all conditions, but the total delay interval between memory display and probe was different across conditions. We will address the difference in delay interval in Discussion section.
Experiment 1B: Cue-before-interference array. The conditions were similar to Experiment 1A except that the attentional orienting cue now preceded the interfering array. In the cue-withoutinterference condition, after the initial memory array (800 msec) and a delay interval (1,000 msec), a central arrow cue was presented (100-msec presentation 1 400-msec blank), followed by the test item. In the cuebefore-interference condition, after the initial memory array (800 msec) and the delay interval (1,000 msec), a central arrow cue was presented (100-msec presentation 1 400-msec delay), followed by the interfering array (100-msec presentation 1 400-msec delay) and then the test item. Finally, in the no-cue condition, after an initial memory array (800 msec) and the delay interval (1,000 msec), the test item was presented. Figure 2 illustrates the three conditions and the results.
Articulatory suppression. To minimize verbal naming, participants rehearsed a three-letter word specified at the beginning of each block (of about 40 trials) as quickly as they could throughout the block. This procedure was used in all experiments.
Data analysis. In all experiments, we calculated percent correct, d ′, and A′. Because statistical results were similar for all indices, we report only percent correct.
results and Discussion
Experiment 1A: Cue-after-interference array (Figure 1) . Planned contrast showed that accuracy was significantly higher in the cue-without-interference condition than the no-cue condition [t(19) 5 2.97, p , .01], indicating that an attention orienting cue could enhance performance. Importantly, cue without interference was significantly more accurate than cue after interference [t(19) 5 2.22, p , .05]. These results show that when attention was distributed widely across multiple items, VSTM could be interfered with by a passively viewed display (cue after interference) or by a single test item (no cue).
Experiment 1B: Cue-before-interference array (Figure 2) . Just as in Experiment 1A, the no-cue condition was significantly worse than the cue-without-interference condition [t(19) 5 2.1, p 5 .05], again reflecting a benefit of orienting attention to a single item in VSTM. However, unlike in Experiment 1A, the cue-before-interference condition was not worse than the cue-without-interference condition [t(19) 5 ]0.65, p . .50]. Thus, interference from an irrelevant array was completely eradicated when attention was focused on the critical memory item.
Experiments 1A versus 1B. The retention intervals used in Experiments 1A's no-cue and cue-withoutinterference conditions was 500 msec longer than the intervals used in Experiment 1B's conditions. Pairwise comparisons showed no effect of delay interval, as performance in the no-cue condition was comparable across the two experiments [t(19) 5 0.51, p . .50], as was the cue-withoutinterference condition [t(19) 5 0, p . .50]. The presence of an interference array, however, significantly impaired performance when it was presented during distributed attention (Experiment 1A). The same array did not affect memory of an item receiving focused attention (Experiment 1B). The interaction between experiment and cue condition was significant [F(1,19) 5 4.50, p , .05]. These results strongly support the hypothesis that orienting attention to an item in VSTM increases its robustness to interference.
The complete lack of any effect of delay interval when comparing otherwise identical conditions across the two experiments suggest that VSTM did not decay within the time range used here (1-2 sec). In turn, the difference found among different cue conditions cannot be attributed to differences in retention interval. Experiment 1 showed that when attention shifts from widely distributed to narrowly focused, VSTM robustness is enhanced. But is the distinction between the distributed mode and the focused mode of attention continuous, such that a monotonic boost to memory robustness is seen as attention progressively narrows? That is, can we find similar VSTM benefits when attention is cued to multiple locations?
Experiment 2A reducing Attentional Distribution Before Versus After VSTM Encoding
We used peripheral cues to narrow attentional focus from six possible locations to one, two, or three locations. The peripheral cues were known to be effective at guiding attention (Posner, 1980) . Using these cues, previous studies show that attention can simultaneously sample from multiple locations in perception (Awh & Pashler, 2000; Kramer & Hahn, 1995) . We thus expect that if the attentional orienting cues are presented before memory encoding, they should progressively enhance performance as the number of cues decreases. Of interest is whether this pattern of results also holds when attention orients in VSTM rather than in perceptual space. To test this question, we manipulated both the number and the timing of attentional orienting cues.
Method
participants. There were 23 participants (mean age, 21 years). All participants completed the precue and retrocue conditions in randomly intermixed trial order. precue conditions. Participants completed a color change detection task with six colors on the memory display and a single test item at one of the memorized locations. The retention interval was 1,000 msec, and no attentional orienting cue was presented after VSTM encoding. Instead, attentional cues were presented 500 msec before VSTM encoding. Specifically, 0, 1, 2, 3, or 6 peripheral cues (in the form of small dots presented for 100 msec 1 400-msec blank) 3 were presented at the future locations of the memory items. The cues were equidistant and only cued locations would later be probed. Participants were told to remember colors at the cued locations. The number of cues was randomly selected on each trial and there were 48 trials in each condition. We expect no difference between cuing no item (cue 0) and cuing all items (cue 6), but both were included to control for any effects of cue presentation. Figure 3A shows the design and the results. retrocue conditions. This condition was similar to the precue condition except that the attentional orienting cues were presented during the delay interval, 1 sec after the offset of the memory items. Figure 3B shows a schematic illustration of the trial sequence and results.
precue results
Results from the precue condition were consistent with the view that attention can change its focus from distributed to focused in a continuous manner. Cuing 1, 2, or 3 items before VSTM encoding all produced significant benefits compared with cuing all 6 items ( p , .001) or cuing 0 items ( p , .001). The size of the benefit was reduced as the number of cues increased. While cuing 1 or 2 items led to high accuracy that did not significantly differ from each other [t(22) 5 1.24, p . .20] cuing 3 items led to an accuracy lower than cuing one or two items ( p , .05). Thus, there is a continuum between focused and distributed attention in orienting to perceptual space.
retrocue results
Orienting attention in VSTM showed different results from orienting attention in perceptual space. Although retrospectively cuing one item in VSTM enhanced performance compared with cuing all six items ( p , .001) or cuing zero items ( p , .02), retrospectively cuing two items or three items did not differ from cuing all six items or cuing zero items (all ps . .10). These results are more consistent with the view that attention has a dichotomous effect on VSTM, where the increase in VSTM robustness was seen only when a single memorized item received attention. To verify that the precue and retrocue results were qualitatively different, we conducted an ANOVA on cue timing (precue vs. retrocue) and cue number (2 vs. 6) and observed a significant interaction effect [F (1, 22) 
Why couldn't subjects take advantage of two or more retrocues? Is it because the lag between the cue and the onset of the test item (400 msec) was too short for consolidating both items? This seems unlikely given that encoding items into VSTM takes only about 50 msec/item (Vogel, Woodman, & Luck, 2006) . Nevertheless, we conducted a follow-up experiment that increased the lag between the cue and the test item to 800 msec. Even so, retrospectively cuing two items was still not better than the no-cue baseline [t(13) 5 ]1.49, p . .15].
Experiment 2B Central Cues
In Experiment 2A, we failed to find any attention effect on VSTM when more than one memorized items demanded attention. To rule out the possibility that the null results were confined to peripheral cues which might have interfered with VSTM, Experiment 2B used central arrow cues to orient attention retrospectively in VSTM. This experiment provides converging evidence for the idea that VSTM robustness is enhanced only when attention focuses on one memorized item.
Method participants.
Nine new participants completed this experiment (mean age, 25 years).
Design and procedure. The stimuli and procedure were the same as those used in Experiment 2's retrocue conditions, except that only three conditions were tested: cue 0, 1, or 2 locations, and a central arrow cue (2.88º in length) replaced the peripheral cues used in Experiment 2. The cue was absent (cue 0), pointed to 1 location in VSTM (cue 1), or pointed to two diagonal locations in VSTM (cue 2). Each participant completed 270 trials randomly and evenly divided into the three conditions. results Figure 4 illustrates the results. Cuing one item in VSTM conveyed a significant advantage to change detection compared with both cuing zero items [t (8) Attending to two out of six locations in VSTM appears to be too distributed to enhance memory robustness.
GEnErAl DiSCuSSion
Recent studies reveal a close link between selective attention and VSTM. Attention is needed both for memory encoding and for memory maintenance (Makovski et al., 2006; Schimdt et al., 2002) . In addition, orienting attention to one of the memorized items enhances its representation, even when attention orienting occurred long after encoding (Griffin & Nobre, 2003; Lepsien et al., 2005) . This research left two critical questions open: How is VSTM representation enhanced by focused attention, and what are the boundary conditions for this enhancement? The current study provides clear answers to these questions. Experiment 1 shows that shifting attention from a distributed mode to a focused mode significantly enhances the robustness of VSTM for the attended item, even when the shift is carried out retrospectively, 1 sec after memory encoding. When attention is initially distributed among multiple memory items, VSTM is vulnerable to interference from subsequent input, including a task-irrelevant visual array and the postchange test display (Landman et al., 2003) . Once attention is focused on one of the memorized items, memory solidifies and interference from an irrelevant visual array is eliminated. Experiment 1 provides direct evidence for Landman et al.'s proposal that attention reduces interference on VSTM.
Experiment 2 delineates the boundary conditions for attention's facilitation on VSTM. We show that although attention can continuously adjust the number of attended locations in perceptual space, orienting attention in VSTM is more restricted. The advantage provided by narrowing attention to a subset of memorized items is observed only when attention focuses on a single memory item. This limitation cannot be attributed to subjects' inability to use multiple attention cues, as the same cues are effectively used when presented before memory encoding. There are several possibilities why orienting attention in VSTM seems more restricted. First, although attention can maintain multiple split foci (Awh & Pashler, 2000; Kramer & Hahn, 1995) , the maintenance requires extra effort. Its efficiency may decline when observers are under working memory load (Experiment 2) or under heavy perceptual load (Vogel, 2000 , cited in Vogel, Woodman, & Luck, 2005 . Second, the split of attention may be equally efficient in perception and in VSTM, but the consolidation of VSTM may engage a central bottleneck that can only handle one item at a time (Carrier & Pashler, 1995) . Although it only takes 50 msec to consolidate one memorized item (Vogel et al., 2006) , that process may interfere with the maintenance of other items (Griffin & Nobre, 2003) , resulting in rapid degradation of memory representation for the other item in the consolidation queue. Future studies are needed to test these possibilities. Although this study has clarified how orienting attention in VSTM enhances performance, it also leaves several questions unanswered. First, we do not know whether the memory content being selected by attention pertains to an object, a spatial location, or a visual feature. All of these can guide attention in perceptual space, but do they also guide attention in VSTM? Second, should VSTM be considered a single stage of processing whose robustness changes with attention, or should it be considered two distinct stages, with a higher-capacity, vulnerable early stage and a low-capacity, robust later stage? If it makes sense to differentiate VSTM into two stages, as some researchers have suggested (Sligte et al., 2006) , how should we differentiate the high-capacity, vulnerable early stage from visual iconic memory? Finally, if VSTM is usually vulnerable to interference, as attentional orienting cues are typically absent, how much does it contribute to maintaining temporal continuity in natural vision? The present study is an important first step to answering these questions.
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